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 The increasing 3D model applications in various areas of life and 

widespread use like industry leads to 3D models being stolen and attacked 

by hackers; therefore, 3D model protection is a fundamental matter 

nowadays. In this paper, the proposed scheme will provide stringent security 

for the 3D models by implementing multiple levels of security with 

preserving the original dimensionality of the 3D model using the weight 

factor (w). The first level of security is achieved by applying a shuffling 

process for the vertices based on a key from random number generator 

(RNG), which provides good confusion. The second level is implemented by 

modifying the vertices values based on 3D keys from 3D Lorenz chaotic 

map, which provides good diffusion. The proposed scheme was applied on 

different 3D models varying in the vertices and faces number. The results 

illustrate that the proposed scheme deforms the entire 3D model based on 

Hausdorff distance (HD) approximately 100 after the encryption process, 

making it resist statistical attack. The scheme provides high security against 

brute force attack because it has a large key space equal to 10,105 and high 

security against deferential attack through secret key sensitivity using 

number of pixels change rate (NPCR) near to 99:6% and unified average 

changing intensity (UACI) near to 33:4%. 
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1. INTRODUCTION   

Digital media development in the internet, multimedia applications, transmitting digital data over 

the unsecured channel, and widespread use of personal computers allow users to protect the digital data from 

threats and attacks [1]. Cryptography is applied for protecting digital data by performing the encryption 

process, which is a science that implements encoding and encryption processes which are done by a key that 

defines how the data are to be coded so only the authorized user can access and understand it [2]–[4]. Many 

algorithms for encryption are suggested to transform data into unidentifiable formats and prevent illegal 

access by users. Presently, 3D models have become an increasingly significant aspect of multimedia content; 

as their applications grow in popularity, there is a need for protecting these 3D contents; as a result, the 

thread problem must be resolved [5]. Many suggested encryption methods have been introduced and 

standardized around the world; however, they are not appropriate to encrypt a 3D model, such as data 

encryption standard (DES) and advanced encryption standard (AES), since the difficulty of 3D model 

encryption is because of the huge data size and application formats which cause a large time complexity [6], 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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to solve that various chaotic cryptography-based encryption methods have been implemented. The researcher 

is drawn to and uses chaotic systems in cryptosystems because they have desirable qualities [7], [8]. In this 

paper, the proposed 3D model encryption method will be introduced, provides a multi-level of security with 

preserving the original dimensionality and spatial stability (usability) of a 3D model, which is considered a 

big problem in 3D model encryption that are not solved by other researchers. Our contribution is encrypting 

the 3D model with preserving the dimensionality (original size) as the original. 

 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

Jin et al. [9] apply the 3D encryption method using 3D Lu chaotic maps to encrypt 3D models with 

texture to achieve the main requirements of security for 3D content. They encrypted textures, vertices, and 

polygons using the same chaotic map, they used a color image for texture and encrypt each band separately (red, 

green, and blue) using 3D Lu chaotic maps and combined them to get the final encrypted texture after 

encryption was complete merge the encrypted texture with the encrypted mesh model to obtain the final 

encrypted content mixing with texture. The proposed encrypt the 3D textured model with good results, good 

resist brute-force attacks, good key space, and resist to statistical attack by histogram and positions of coordinate 

distribution according to the testing results.  

Wang et al. [5] suggested a fast system for encrypting 3D models because the old encryption 

methods suffer from a long execution time. The authors scheme converts the 3D model to a 2D image then 

performs the encryption process. The encryption system is divided into two stages: the confused and 

diffusion phases. The authors inserted random numbers during the confusion phase, and throughout the 

diffusion phase, they separated the data, which they are of type floating-point, into two parts, including the 

integer part and the decimal parts. The XOR function is used to encrypt the integer component, whereas the 

decimal part was just jumbled. According to the security study, the scheme is very safe and resistant to 

common assaults. 

Pham et al. [10] introduced a protection methodology to encrypt the 3D printing models using 

random encryption of the 3D triangle mesh geometry representation. Following geometrical modification, is 

the suggested approach uses a private key generated by the Hash function to encrypt the vertices of each 

deformed face at random. Shear transformation, 3D printing model destruction faces, and construction of a 

matrix of the 3*3 vertices from the destroyed faces vertices that represent all parts of the geometric 

transformation. To build the encrypted 3D printing model, the coefficients of the matrix are encrypted at 

random, employing a random integer from a different matrix. The entire 3D triangular mesh is transformed 

after the encryption procedure. The experimental results reveal that the suggested approach for 3D printing 

models is very efficient and secure.  

Hamza et al. [11] recommended employing an encryption algorithm to encrypt a 3D mesh model 

without texture based on transformation, substitution, folding, and shifting (TSFS) for 3D object encrypting. 

The 3D model's vertices are fed into the TSFS algorithm through the encryption method. Three keys are used 

in the four stages of TSFS, firstly the vertices position in the transformation step are changed; secondly, the 

data matrix component is replaced with a different component; thirdly, the components of the matrix are 

folded diagonally, vertically, and horizontally; and in the last step, to replace the code with another in the 

final step of TSFS using the element 16. Good results are achieved for the encryption and decryption system 

based on the values of the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and mean square error (MSE).  

 

 

3. CRYPTOGRAPHY AND CHAOTIC SYSTEM  

Data protection has many requirements, the most important requirements including confidentiality 

and security. Confidentiality and security are the most crucial for data protection. Cryptographic is defined as 

a proportionate mixing of chaotic mathematical theory and cryptography science. The chaotic system is made 

up of a dynamic equation that evolves over time. Chaotic is defined as a dynamic system that meets all three 

of the characteristics (topological mixing, periodic orbits density, and initial conditions sensitivity). 

Between the chaotic system and a cryptographic system, there is an existence of a relationship; 

however, the main distinction has been that chaos operates on an infinite domain, whereas cryptography is 

confined on a finite domain [7], [12]. Cryptography-based chaos is a natural choice for cryptography and safe 

interaction because of the link between cryptography and chaotic systems. Chaotic systems and cryptography 

share initial conditions sensitivity, control parameters, unstable periodic orbits with enormous periods, and 

unpredictable behavior. The attacker sees the system output as random due to the unexpected behavior. But it 

appears predictable to the receiver, allowing decryption [13]–[16].  
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4. 3D LORENZ CHAOTIC MAP 

Edward Lorenz developed mixed differential equations and produced a three-dimensional chaotic 

map called the 3D Lorenz. The array containing chaotic solutions for a Lorenz system is called attractors, 

which were formed by the Lorenz chaos sequences. In (1)-(3) illustrate a 3D Lorenz formula. The initial 

values for parameters are a=10, r=28, and b=8/3. The solution of curves for (1)-(3) are x, y, and z. The 

chaotic trajectory of the 3D Lorenz is based on the initial values of x, y, and z, where the permutation 

processes are based on them, and they constitute a secret key for them [17]–[19].  

 

𝑑𝑥/𝑑𝑡 = 𝑎(𝑦 − 𝑥) (1) 

 

𝑑𝑦/𝑑𝑡 = 𝑟𝑥– 𝑦 − 𝑥𝑧 (2) 

 

𝑑𝑧/𝑑𝑡 = 𝑥𝑦 − 𝑏𝑧 (3) 

 

 

5. THE 3D MODEL REPRESENTATION 

The 3D model is expressed by a 3D polygon mesh; each polygon can be either triangle or 

quadrilaterals polygon depending on the sides, can be triangles if there are three sides are available, or 

quadrilaterals if four sides are there. The mathematical structure of the polygon mesh is labelled as M={G, 

C}, such that G denotes the data of geometry and C denotes the topological data. The geometry data is 

marked as G={V, E, F}, such that V is the vertices list, E is the edge connected between vertices, and F is the 

data for faces. The topological data includes the geometry elements connection information [20]–[23].  

Figure 1 cited in the manuscript [24] demonstrates the representation 3D polygon structure with 

quadrilaterals in Figure 1(a) and triangle in Figure 1(b). 

 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

 

Figure 1. 3D polygon structure with (a) quadrilaterals structure and (b) triangle structure 

 

 

6. PROPOSED 3D MODEL ENCRYPTION SCHEME 

The major phases of the encryption and decryption process for the proposed method will be 

described in this section. The 3D model surface contains texture and a 3D mesh; we will be encrypting the 

3D mesh model without texture, which contains the vertices and faces. The vertices compose together faces 

by connecting every three vertices (face elements); each vertex consists of three coordinates (vx, vy, and vz). 

The proposed encryption scheme has two main stages: firstly, shuffling the vertices stage, and secondly, 

modifying the vertices value stage. 

Shuffling the vertices stage: the first stage of the encryption process is implemented by scrambling 

(permuting) the position of all vertices in the 3D mesh model based on a key generated by random number 

generator (RNG) with a length equal to the number of vertices in the 3D model so that the faces elements will 

be replaced with each other. This process represents the confusion stage, and it will be deforming the general 

shape of the 3D model. The sequence of numbers produced by RNG is determined by the uniform random 

number generator settings that underlie RNG, the seed number based on the clock that changes at every 

moment. 

Modifying the vertices values stage: The second stage of the encryption process will modify the 

vertices values. It represents the diffusion stage in which the vertices values will be modified using a key 

generated by a 3D Lorenz chaotic map. When 3D Lorenz is used, three keys are generated for each iteration. 

(key1, key2, and key3), representing the 3D key, where key1 is responsible for changing the vx value, key2 for 

changing vy, and key3 for changing vz value. The two main encryption stages are illustrated in Figure 2, which 

shows the confusion and diffusion stages. The 3D model's vertices are provided in an array V, V={(vx1, vy1, 
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vz1), ……, (vxn, vyn, vzn)}, where n indicates the vertices number in the model. Figure 3 displays the face man 

details with its textured 3D model in Figure 3(a), 3D polygon mesh in Figure 3(b), and a see in detail of its 

triangular mesh in Figure 3(c). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. 3D model encryption stages 

 

 

  

 

(a) (b) (c) 

 

Figure 3. Face man with (a) 3D textured model, (b) 3D mesh model, and (c) a close view for 3D mesh  

 

 

Table 1 shows the vertices and faces structures in the ".obj" file, where an array of indexes expresses 

the vertices and faces to decrease memory usage. In the right-hand side (face list information) in the Table 1, 

the indices of the vertices are used to represents the faces. The individual index refers to vertex coordinates, 

where each three indices are grouped to generates individual face. 

 

 

Table 1. Vertices and faces structure representation 
Vertices list information Faces list information 

Index of vertex x-coordinate y-coordinate z-coordinate Index of face Vertices index in each face 

1 V1,x V1,y V1,z 1 (5,6,1) 

2 V2,x V2,y V2,z 2 (1,6,2) 

3 V3,x V3,y V3,z 3 (6,3,2) 
……… ……… ……… ……… 4 (6,7,3) 

7 V7,x V7,y V7,z ……… ……… 

……… ……… ……… ……… ……… ……… 
15 V15,x V15,y V15,z 17 (15,16,11) 

16 V16,x V16,y V16,z 18 (11,16,12) 

 

 

In the proposed scheme, the random number generator (RNG) is used to generate a random key for 

the shuffling process. The 3D Lorenz map is used for generating a random 3D key for each vertex in the 

model, such that, K={(Kx1, Ky1, Kz1), …… (Kxn, Kyn, Kzn)}, where K is the 3D keys produced for all vertices in 

the model. The essential phases of the encryption process are explained in the algorithm 1.  
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Algorithm 1. Encryption algorithm 
Input: Original 3D model. 

Output: Encrypted 3D model. 

Step 1: Input the 3D mesh model, 

Step 2: List faces in an array F and vertices in an array V. 

Step 3: Apply the following for every all vertices in V. 

Step 4: Scrambling the vertices in V (Shuffling) based on a key generated by RNG and 

producing V`.  

Step 5: Generate a 3D key from a 3D Lorenz chaotic map stored as k={x, y, z}. 

Step 6: Use (4) to change the values of V` from step 4. 

 

𝑉 ``(𝑥, 𝑦. 𝑧) = (𝑉 `(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) + 𝐾(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)) ∗ 𝑊 (4) 

 

where 𝑉 `` is the encrypted vertex, V` is the shuffled vertex in the 3D model, K is the 3D 

key created by the 3D Lorenz map, and W is the weight factor for maintaining the original 

dimensionality and spatial stability, the optimal value is 0.05. 

Step 7: End for 

Step 8: Store the result V`` as a new 3D model. 

 

This algorithm contributes by preserving the original dimensionality of the encrypted 3D model. The 

proposed encryption method for the 3D model is depicted in Figure 4. 

The decryption process steps are illustrated in Figure 5. The decryption process is similar to the 

encryption process steps but in reverse order. In the decryption process we will divide by the factor W 

instead of multiplication. The W factor is used to preserve the dimensionality and spatial stability. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. The 3D model encryption process 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. The 3D model decryption process 

 

 

7. SIMULATION RESULTS 

To test the effectiveness and performance of the proposed system, various 3D models of the type obj 

format are employed. (teapot, face man, dice, cowboy woman, and knife), which are available at the Free3D 

website [25]. Free3D is a repository with more than nine thousand 3D models presented under many 
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categories like plants, vehicles, sports, animals, and electronics. These models have various number of 

vertices and faces. Table 2 shows the encryption process phases, including the original 3D model, shuffling 

process, modifying vertices values process, vertices number, and faces number for each model. It also 

demonstrates that the required encryption time is relatively proportional to the number of vertices and faces 

they contain and, with the number of vertices and faces growing as the number of vertices and faces rises. 

Table 2 shows that the encrypted models change significantly from the original model. The 

significant changes are related to two factors. The first factor will be altering the vertices location 

(confusion). The second factor will be changing vertices value (diffusion). As a result all the statistical 

information will be eliminated, consequently, the proposed scheme resist statistical attack.  

 

 

Table 2. 3D model encryption phases  
Model 

name 

No. of 

vertices 

No. of 

faces 

Elapsed 

time in sec. 

Original 3D model 3D model after 

Shuffling process 

3D model after modifying 

vertices values process 

Teapot 47112 15704 12.364 

   
Face man 36522 12174 8.815 

   
Dice 23.088 7.696 6.350 

   
Cowboy 

woman 

12.951 4.317 3.950 

   
Knife 3555 1185 1.445 

   

 

 

8. STATISTICAL TESTS 

The proposed encryption scheme quality is evaluated by implementing the statistical tests Hausdorff 

distance (HD) and histograms. The HD is an important measurement tool used to compute the degree of 

similarity between two points in two sets represented as HD (X, Y). The HD is used in many application 

fields like medical, pattern matching, and 3D comparison; for such applications, the HD can indicate the 

error between two-point sets. For two-point sets X={x1, x2, x3, … xnx} and Y={y1, y2, y3, … yny}, the HD takes 

the spatial position of each point where HD can be defined for two-point sets as: 

 

𝐻𝐷 (𝑌, 𝑋) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (ℎ𝑑 (𝑋, 𝑌), ℎ𝑑 (𝑌, 𝑋)) (5) 

 

ℎ𝑑 (𝑋, 𝑌) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑥𝜖𝑋  𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑦𝜖𝑌 ǀǀ𝑥 − 𝑦ǀǀ (6) 

 

ℎ𝑑 (𝑌, 𝑋) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑦𝜖𝑌  𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑥𝜖𝑋 ǀǀ𝑦 − 𝑥ǀǀ (7) 
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The directed Hausdorff distance hd in (6) and (7) between two-point sets X and Y is the largest distance 

between each point 𝑥𝜖𝑋 to its nearest neighbour 𝑦𝜖𝑌; it takes the maximum distance. The symbol || || in (6) 

and (7) is the Euclidean distance between point x and point y, where (6) and (7) are known as directed 

Hausdorff distance. In (5) is the basic form of HD, which is known as undirected HD. The HD measures the 

large dis-similarity degree between a two-point set. The greater the HD is less similarity between the two-

point set [26]–[28].  

The X and Y represent the two meshes in the 3D space, and ǀǀ𝑥 − 𝑦ǀǀ represent the Euclidean 

distance between two points x and y in the two meshes. If the HD value equals zero, this means there is no 

difference between them and vice versa. Table 3 depicts the HD values of the encrypted and decrypted 3D 

models.  

 

 

Table 3. The results of Hausdorff 
Model name HD after encryption HD after decryption 

Face Man 124.5836 0.0000 

Teapot 71.0325 0.0000 

Dice 106.2076 0.0000 
Cowboy Women 106.5517 0.0000 

Knife 106.5528 0.0000 

 

 

From Table 3, we note that the HD values for encrypted 3D models are very high, which means they 

are entirely different from the original models. Whereas HD values for decrypted 3D models are zero, which 

means they are identical to the original model. Figure 6 depicts Teapot 3D model with original 3D model in 

Figure 6(a), encrypted 3D model in Figure 6(b), decrypted 3D model in Figure 6(c), histogram for original 

3D model in Figure 6(d), histogram for encrypted 3D model in Figure 6(e), and histogram for decrypted 3D 

model in Figure 6(f). 

 

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

   

   
(d) (e) (f) 

 

Figure 6. Teapot 3D model encryption and decryption with histogram (a) original 3D model, (b) encrypted 

3D model, (c) decrypted 3D model, (d) histogram for Original 3D model, (e) histogram for encrypted 3D 

model, and (f) histogram for decrypted 3D model 

 

 

From Figure 6, we can see that the histogram is identical to the original and decrypted 3D model. 

The decrypted 3D model is identical to the original. In contrast, the histogram for the original and encrypted 

3D model is a clear difference which means the encrypted 3D model is entirely deformed. As a result, the 

proposed method is resistant to statistical attack. 
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9. SECURITY ANALYSIS  

The two important analysis factors for security analysis include: 

a. Key space: The key space must be large enough to withstand attacks like brute-force attacks. When the 

key space is small, it will lead to breaking the cipher text by exhaustive search. The precision of 64-bit 

data is 1015, in addition to sex parameters from the 3D Lorenz map and initial seed of RNG resulting in 

the key space of size (1015)7=10105. As a result, our suggested method is resistant to brute-force attacks 

due to its large key space, so the attacker needs a very long time to break it by exhaustive search.  

b. Secret key sensitivity: for providing high security to the encryption algorithm, the encryption algorithm 

must be sensitive to the initial secret key and the input data. A slight change (one bit) in the entered data 

or key will result in a massive change and significant effect on the encrypted model. The number of pixels 

change rate (NPCR) and unified average changing intensity (UACI) are used to achieve the key 

sensitivity and the effect of changing one pixel on the full cipher image where the randomization test may 

be used to assess the image robustness against various types of hackers [29], [30]. In (8) and (9) evaluate 

the NPCR and UACI by (8) and (9): 

 

𝑁𝑃𝐶𝑅 = (Ʃ𝐷(𝑖,𝑗) /𝑀 ∗ 𝑁)  ∗ 100% (8) 

 

𝑈𝐴𝐶𝐼 = 1/𝑀 ∗ (Ʃ𝐷𝑖,𝑗  ( ǀ 𝑐1(𝑖,𝑗) – 𝑐1(𝑖,𝑗) ǀ /255 )  ∗ 100% (9) 

 

where, D(i, j)=0 when c1(i, j) ≠ c2(i, j), else D(i, j)=1.  
The two metrics are used in our proposed method, where M and N are the dimensions of the plain 

and encrypted 3D model, c1 and c2 are the encrypted 3D model before and after modifying one vertex in the 

original 3D model, respectively. NPCR and UACI have precise values of 99:6% and 33:4%, respectively. By 

applying the proposed algorithm, Table 4 shows the values of the NPCR and UACI of the tested 3D models 

by implementing the proposed method. The values 99:63 and 33:52 of the NPCR and UACI are the most 

similar to the theoretical values. The results of Table 4 show that the proposed method is too sensitive to 

changes in the plain 3D model and that even small changes in the plain 3D model result in an entirely 

different cipher 3D model. As a result, the proposed method can withstand differential attacks. We concluded 

that if one bit of the key is wrong, that lead to cannot being recovered the plain 3D model. All selected 

random keys have the same sensitivity. Several secret key sensitivity experiments have been conducted; if the 

initial condition of the chaotic map is changed, it will cause an erroneous decryption procedure to occur, 

spreading the error to practically all vertices, making it impossible to retrieve the original 3D model. Table 4 

shows the results of NPCR and UACI. 

 

 

Table 4. The NPCR and UACI applied on the 3D model 
UACI NPCR Model 

0.33345 0.99991 Teapot 
0.33339 0.99984 Face man 

0.33388 0.99843 Dice 

0.33449 0.99786 Cowboy Women 
0.33391 0.99862 Knife 

 

 

10. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS 

MATLAB 2018 was used to implement the encryption algorithm; it was applied using a computer 

that has a processor Ryzen 9, RTX graphics card, and 16 G DDR4 RAM. The amount of time it takes to 

encrypt and decode a 3D model is based on the number of vertices in the 3D mesh model. As seen in Table 2, 

the Teapot 3D model having more vertices results in greater time spent, and the one which has less number of 

vertices will spend less time. 

 

 

11. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, different 3D mesh models are encrypted based on two encryption stages shuffling 

vertices stage (confusion) and modifying vertices value stage (diffusion). The 3D mesh was encrypted using 

confusion and diffusion process compared with [9]; the encryption algorithm in [9] only has the diffusion 

process and no confusion process, which means the cipher model can recover easily by rebuilding the 3D 

model. From the explained results section, we conclude that the proposed scheme achieved the following:  

i) it obtained good security by using two different encryption stages that increased the complexity of the 

overall encryption scheme; ii) resist brute-force attacks because it has large key space (1015)7 and resist 
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statistical attack through the HD and histogram results; iii) maintained the dimensionality of the encrypted 

3D model due to using the weight factor (w); and iv) the decrypted model is identical to the original model 

according to HD and histogram metrics. 
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